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                New to bracing and prosthetics? We've been building devices (and research) for 20 years. We want to help you succeed!
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                        How many of your CCL patients end up not having surgery?
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                            We often ask that question at conferences.
                            What people say might surprise you!
                          

                          

                          Most clinics report over 25% of owners choose not to go to surgery. That’s a boatload of dogs that aren’t being helped. Sooo…
                          

                          

                          
                            What is your non-surgical treatment protocol? 
                            We want to help you with that, after all, don’t those dogs deserve to be helped too?!
                          

                          First, Answer Owner's
                            Questions
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                            How do you help an owner make a rational decision
                            in such an emotional time?
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                            That is why we do research studies. All
                              Veterinarians want to feel confident in what we
                              prescribe. We want the best for the dog.
                            Learn What Research Says
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                            Do Veterinarians really offer orthotics in their
                            practice?
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                            Veterinary orthotics have been a topic at
                              veterinary conferences since at least 2005.
                              Today we work with several top Vet Colleges to develop their evidence based
                              curriculum. Veterinary orthotics are here
                              and now.
                            Veterinarian Utilizing Bracing
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                          New to bracing? How long did it take you to learn surgery?
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                            Did you need a mentor? You will be the expert
                              in your city by learning from resouces devleoped
                              by our experienced team.
                            Learn Nuances of Bracing
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                          Case Studies
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                            How are Vets using bracing in their clinics?
                            
                            “We were very excited Annie could go from
                              non-ambulatory to playing in 5 months.” – Anna
                              Bade, LVT
                            See More Case Studies
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                  Add veterinary orthotics to your clinic's toolbox!
                

                
                  "Bracing has dramatically made a difference in a pet's life"
                  --Dr. Michelle Beck, Backlund Animal Clinic, Omaha, Nebraska
                

                Buy now
              

            

          

        

      

    

  


  




